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Dear friend,

Thank you again for believing in me &
purchasing CanXida.

Whether this is your first purchase or
you’ve used CanXida in the past, I want you
to know our team is here to make sure you
get the results you’re looking for.

Be it the eradication of a candida yeast infection, leaky gut, a
parasite infection like Blastocystis, irritable bowel syndrome, the
reversal of an autoimmune condition, or any other gut related
health problem. . .

I’m confident CanXida will get you the results other products
or medicines you’ve tried have failed to. Regardless of how long
you’ve been suffering or how many “specialists” you’ve visited.

When I set out to create CanXida, I wanted to make
something different & unlike anything else out there. Not just in
terms of superior raw materials & effectiveness, but in terms of
support for the patient.

That’s why I’ve created almost 1,900 videos on my YouTube
channel & why my CandidaCrusher ebook is over 700 pages long.
It’s also why I made this booklet you’re holding.

On the next few pages, you’ll find the story of CanXida, how I
made each of my formulas, the differences between each one &
who they are for, whether it’s necessary to take all 3, what dosage
you should take for maximum effectiveness, & much, much more.

I tried my best to answer any questions you may have
regarding how to use CanXida to best tackle your specific health
problem, but if you want to reach me personally for any reason. . .

Simply leave me a comment on a YouTube video. That way
when I or my team responds, others will benefit from the answer
as well. If your question requires a long answer, I may make a
YouTube video just for you.

To great gut health,

Eric Bakker N.D.

APersonal ThankYouFromEricBakkerN.D.
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It’s long been my dream to
create the best products out there
when it comes to Candida & gut
problems in general.

CanXida was born through my
frustration after nearly 30 years of
working in the clinic, using all
kinds of different products, and
getting fair to average results.

Some brand’s products worked
a bit better, some less, and some
were therapeutically quite useless.

I’M 100%CERTAIN
I USEDEVERYDARN
CANDIDAPRODUCT
I COULDFIND!

I tried all the professional & all
the retail products. I knew all the
brands. And I found ALL of them
to be lacking.

It’s different for you because if
you have a problem & you buy a
product, it’s either going to work
or it’s not.

I treated thousands of people
like you, so I got feedback all the
time & felt responsible when
something didn’t get the patient
the results they wanted.

That’s why I got sick & tired of
using other people’s stuff.

I got disillusioned with all the
negative feedback I kept getting
from all the products I was

prescribing.

At that stage in my career, I’d
been working on the side with
many different leading supplement
manufacturers.

And I came to a realization. . .

I know the companies that
supply products to practitioners
globally. I know the raw materials.
I know the supply chains. I go to
all the key supplement expos in the
United States and in Europe.

WHENYOUACCUMULATE
DATA&CLINICAL
KNOWLEDGE. . .

And have decades of experience
working with patients, you tend to
amass information & think. . .

I can make something
better. I can make a product
that gives the patient a more
powerful therapeutic effect in a
shorter period of time.

This is howCanXida was born.

How I Created What In My Opinion Is the Most
Effective Gut Restoring Formula in the World

The Story of CanXida
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I started traveling more to
conferences, seminars & raw material
trade shows. Mainly to network with
the right people.

People who understand botanical
& nutritional medicine & have studied
probiotics in-depth.

I started talking to people who
actuallymake the probiotics — the
laboratory technicians behind the
scenes. I also talked to folks like me
and asked what works & what doesn’t.

That’s when I really started to
understand what made a probiotic
effective or not.

I LEARNEDWHY
SOMEANTI-MICROBIALS
&ANTI-FUNGALSWORKED
&OTHERSDIDN’T

I gained a lot of experience using
caprylic acid & understanding its
shortcomings.

The same goes for undecenoic
acid, oregano oil, berberine & all the
other raw materials I put in CanXida.

I started to get an understanding
and feeling for how powerful they
were, what pathogens they worked on,
and how they effected the gut in terms
of beneficial bacteria.

After doing this for a while you
learn what works best for different
conditions.

Not just for Candida but things

like SIBO, parasite infections, leaky
gut, autoimmune diseases and more.

You learn what natural
medicines can give a patient
the SHORTEST possible
treatment duration while also
giving them the HIGHEST
possible return on health for
the lowest possible price.

IT TAKESA LONGTIMETO
GAINTHISKNOWLEDGE

Most of it was shaped from
talking to people and through stool
testing. Literally thousands of stool
tests were performed for a period of
20 years before CanXida was created.

Once you have all these layers of
knowledge and can network up to the
right manufacturers & hunt down the
top raw materials, that’s when the fun
begins — actually making the product.

The first formula I created
was CanXida Remove.

There was a huge
amount of problems
when I first started to
make this product. The
trial and error I went
through creating these
tablets tested my
patience to the extreme.

There were many problems for
example with compression & tablets
falling apart. The manufacturer had
to work out the correct amount of
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moisture required to hold them
together & the exact amount of
pressure to use.

And because I didn’t want to use
any heat or excipients (what we call
inactive “binders” or “fillers” in the
supplement world) it made this
process much trickier.

When something’s never been
made before & you’re making it for
the first time, it costs a lot of time &
money.

One of the most challenging
aspects was making
CanXida Remove & Rebuild
sustained release.

Meaning when you swallow them,
your digestive system doesn’t get
access to everything immediately.

But over a period of several hours
it slowly breaks down in the gut.

Now, likely the supplements you
were taking before were not sustained
release. They weren’t put together by
someone with decades of experience
treating your specific health problem.

They were likely put together by a
company that’s got 1000 other
products and they pay lip service to
making an anti-fungal or anti-
microbial or anti-parasite formula.

Or they’ve just put out a berberine
product or an oregano product.

And that is expensive.

Why? Let’s say you’ve trying to
hunt down products to clean up your
gut. You do a comprehensive stool test
and it says you’ve got a high count of
Klebsiella (a bacteria with a potential

to behave badly) in there along with
some Citrobacter and Candida.

You may have Blastocystis.

IT’S PRETTYRARE
I SEEA STOOLTEST
THAT SAYS THERE’S JUST
ONEPROBLEM

You may have 3 or 4 issues in your
gut that need fixing.

You’re then likely to look at
several separate products, which is
going to cost you a lot more than the
price tag of CanXida Remove.

That’s why I say in my videos that
CanXida is cost effective. It targets all
of these problems at once.

You don’t need to take tons of
products. It’s better to take 2 or 3 high
quality products. I’ve seen too many
patients waste money on supplements.

In my opinion, the more products
you use — the more you’re grasping at
straws and the more you’re treating
symptoms vs the actual problem.

CanXida isn’t like ordinary
tablets you find at the supermarket.

I didn’t simply dump a few
random “healthy” herbs and
vitamins into a pill like many
manufacturers do.

One of the ways I chose what raw
materials to use was by looking at
sensitivity panels on stool tests.

I LITERALLY LOOKEDAT
THOUSANDSOF STOOLTESTS
& sensitivity panels to find the EXACT
medicines to best target ALL the
pathogens I found in patient’s stools.
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I also made sure everyone involved
in the production of CanXidameet
GMP (Good Manufacturing Practice)
standards. GMP ensures that each
bottle is produced consistently &
that all stages of the process are
controlled according to the
highest quality standards.

Most people can’t be
bothered by these things or
don’t care — they just go on
Amazon & look for a $10 product.

I do the opposite & learn as much
as I can about each supplier before I
make a decision.

When I made CanXida Remove
for example, I wanted to use the
highest quality grapefruit seed extract,
so I found the manufacturer who
makes the world’s best one.

That product is in Remove.

And the same goes for all the raw
materials in CanXida. I’ve hunted
down the best people I could find.

I’ve also hunted down the best
manufacturer I could find who knew
how to put it together specifically the
way I wanted.

Each raw material goes through a
stringent process involving lab work
to make sure the correct herb was sent
& that it contains no contaminants.

I check that there are no heavy
metals, PCBs, GMO’s andmore.

I have lab tests from each batch to
make sure each herb contains the
right amount of active ingredients.

THAT’S BECAUSECANXIDA
USES “STANDARDIZED”
INGREDIENTS

Standardization means that each
time you take this supplement,
you’re getting a consistent
therapeutic dose. It doesn’t
vary in potency from batch
to batch as is usually the case
with non-standardized

supplements.

It’s a bit like how pharmaceuticals
are made. You get the same thera-
peutic dose every time you take it.

I also tested these products
exclusively in my clinic for 6 months
before releasing them to the public.

YES, I GAVECANXIDAAWAY FOR
FREE to hundreds of patients for 6
months & tweaked the formula several
times during the process to make sure
everything worked to my standards.

I did stool tests before, during &
after CanXida and watched the bad
bacteria, yeast & parasite levels go
down and the beneficial bacteria levels
go up.

IWATCHEDHOWTHEIR
SYMPTOMS DISAPPEARED

Symptoms like gas, bloating,
diarrhea, constipation, IBS, recurring
yeast infections, skin rashes, burning,
brain fog, low energy and more.

Many of these patients had been
suffering with these for DECADES.

Yet after 12 weeks on CanXida
their health improved significantly.
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CanXida Remove is our
advanced 12 ingredient anti-fungal,
anti-bacterial & anti-parasitic formula
based on three decades of research &
working with thousands of patients
either at my clinic or online via Skype.

It’s the only formula that targets
the BIG PICTURE of gut disturbances
& is in my opinion the most premium
gut cleaning supplement ever created.

Remove doesn’t only target things
like Candida, SIBO, & LeakyGut.

It also targets secondary problems
caused by Candida such as dysbiosis &
parasite infections like Blastocystis.

Because remember, once your gut
has high levels of bad bacteria & yeast
& low levels of “friendly” bacteria, it’s
easy for other “bad guys” to get in.

HOWTOUSE
CANXIDAREMOVE
FORMAXIMUMEFFECT

My advice for most patients is
start with one tablet for 2 to 3 days,
& if you feel fine, increase that
to two to three tablets a day.

If you’re a sensitive
person & you know you
react to supplements, cut
the tablet in half & take
that for a few days before
moving up to one per day (&
then to one tablet twice per day).

CanXida is nontoxic.

You can take anywhere from one
tablet to 12 tablets per day. I wouldn’t
go beyond 6 or 8, but I have had a few
patients that took large doses like this.

SOMETIMES YOUBREAK
THROUGHBARRIERSWHEN
YOU INCREASETHEDOSAGE

If your symptoms are severe I may
recommend you take 6 tablets a day
but that would be the maximum.

If you’re only starting to make
dietary changes, stick with 2 tablets a
day for the first one to two months.

If you’ve been sticking to a good
diet for some time and you’ve been
disappointed with other formulations
(like many of my patients have), start
immediately with one tablet 3x a day.

Always take CanXida withmeals.

You’re not going to benefit from
this formula taking it between meals
or 2 to 3 hours away from food.

Why would there be no benefit?

Because CanXida
Remove is made in a very
special way. Unlike other
products, Remove is
sustained release.

That means when you
take this product, it breaks

down slowly over a period of
2 to 3 hours (unlike most tablets

that break down right away).

HowToGet theMost Out of
CanXidaREMOVE
Broad SpectrumAnti-Fungal,Anti-Bacterial & Anti-Parasitic
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It’s best taken with food because
that’s when digestion occurs. That’s
when your body is secreting enzymes
and acids.

I find a better patient response
rate when they take CanXida with
food vs away from food.

You don’t have to chew the
tablets. You can swallow them whole.
You can even blend CanXida Remove
with your smoothie if you like, and all
the particles in it will still have a
sustained release effect.

If you want to take CanXida &
don’t plan on eating a meal, at least
take the tablet with a snack. This can
be an avocado or a can of sardines.
Just be sure you take it with food.

DON’T TAKEREMOVE
WITHAGLASSOF JUICE,
EVENVEGETABLE JUICE

The best foods to take with
CanXida are those high in protein. It
doesn’t have to be animal protein. It
can be beans with quinoa or tempeh.

Protein makes your stomach
produce more acids & enzymes & that
makes CanXida work even better.

It’s best to take CanXida in the
middle of the meal or at the very end.

Breakfast and evening meals are
good times to take it. If this is your
first time using it, start by taking one
tablet in the morning with breakfast.

Do that for three days & see how
you feel. Most people can take 2
tablets per day no problem at all.

If you can tolerate one tablet twice
a day for three days, then you can take
2 tablets in the morning & 2 at night.

PATIENTSWITHCHRONIC
GUTPROBLEMS
IDEALLYWANTTO
BUILDUPTHEIRDOSAGES
TOTAKINGCANXIDA
UPTO 3TIMES PERDAY

Meaning 1 to 2 tablets at
breakfast, 1 to 2 with lunch and
another 1 to 2 with dinner.

The benefit of taking Remove
3 times per day is that you’ll
get a better outcome in a
shorter period of time.

Meaning you’ll only need to
take it for 2 or 3 months vs 3
to 6 months before you notice
significant improvements.

In my experience, most forget
to take CanXida at lunchtime.tempeh
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How can taking CanXida Remove
with your lunch cut your recovery
time in half ?

Because it breaks down slowly.

So if you take CanXida 3 times a
day, you’re going to get the powerful
anti-fungal & herbal activity for longer
than if you only take them twice a day.

THISWAYYOU’REHITTING
THE “BADGUYS”NON- STOP

You’re ramping up your gut’s
immune response & that transfers to
your blood which is then pumped to
your mouth, your skin, your groin,
anywhere you may have a yeast issue.

When a patient has a chronic gut
problem, I like to recommend a
starting dose of 2 to 3 tablets a day
and then increase the dosage.

Some may have to begin with 1
tablet, others half. Don’t worry, over
time you’ll be able to amp up the
dosage as your tolerance increases.

Some of the best results I’ve ever
had were patients who took 6 or even
9 tablets of Remove per day. That
means 2 or 3 tablets three times a day.

Now, you may be looking at that
bottle in front of you and thinking:

“Jeez Eric. If I take Remove 3
times a day like you say I’ll
need another bottle in 10 days!”

And this isn’t true since you don’t
start at that dose. But I understand.

CanXida isn’t cheap & like most
of my patients, you’ll likely use several
bottles before you’re fully recovered.

That’s why you can find bulk deals
on canxida.com.

Remember, you didn’t get sick
over night. It took a long time for your
illness to develop to the level it’s at.

And it’s going to take time for
your body to heal.

You may think being on this
product for two to three months is
expensive but CanXida is cost effect-
ive because you can stop buying all the
other supplements you’re taking.

Think about it. How much have
you already spent on supplements to
get your health back? $100? $500?
$1000 or more?

Some people say to me, “Eric, why
are your formulas so expensive?”

I challenge you to go out & make
a product like this & sell it for a lower
cost using the same raw ingredients.

You’ll end up with a cheaper
product and you’ll get cheap results.
And then you’ll see people talk about
it on the internet and tell everyone
how bad your product is.

I didn’t want cheap results.

I sourced the best
possible raw materials
from the top
manufacturers in the
world for the plain
looking white bottle
you have in front of
you right now.

sunchokes
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CANXIDA ISNOTCHEAP
BUTGREATHEALTH
ISNOTCHEAP EITHER

And believe me, the price is long
forgotten when your health returns
and your quality of life improves.

Remember, this isn’t a product
you take for the rest of your life.

You can take Remove for one
month, slowly work your way up to 6
tablets a day & then take that dosage
for 3 weeks and go through three
bottles that way.

And it’s going to get you results
like nothing else you’ve tried has.

I can’t begin to count how many
patients I’ve seen get their health back
using this protocol after all the drugs
& doctors visits got them NOWHERE.

So if you’ve got a chronic yeast
infection or a severe case of SIBO or a
parasite infection, try to stay on
CanXida Remove for 3 to 6 months.

When a patient has a chronic gut
problem, I tend to start them slow,
build the dosage up for several weeks,
and then for a 6-week window, I hit
the bad guys HARD.

THAT’SWHENYOUTAKE 6 TO 9
TABLETSADAY FORSIXWEEKS

After 6 weeks, you reduce the
dosage down to one or two per day for
14 days to give your gut a break.

Remember, Remove twice a day is
good, but three times a day is optimal.

But the choice is yours.

DURATIONOFTREATMENT

How long you stay on Remove

depends on the severity of your
symptoms, your aggravations, your
energy levels, & how fast you recover.

In other words, you’ll adjust the
treatment according to how you feel.

You’ll know when you feel better.

I tend to do the shorter treatment
with high dosage with patients who
have one or two very strong symptoms
& are looking for a breakthrough.

Sometimes I do ridiculously high
dosages with people. Other times, I
recommend a long, slow approach. I
don’t do “cookie-cutter” or one-size-
fits-all at my clinic.

Every patient is different.

Often the longer, slower dose is
better if the symptoms aren’t too bad.

My general advice is take
CanXida Remove in a 4 to 6
week block. Select a dosage, stick
to the dosage for 4 to 6 weeks,
then take a break for a week.

Then do another block, either
with a lower dose or a higher dose,
depending on how you feel.

This higher dose approach is
especially effective if you got parasites.

Because with newer generations of
bugs, sometimes it pays to hit them
harder instead of backing off.
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I designed Restore exactly for
what the name says.

To restore your gut function.

BECAUSE INORDERTOKEEP
YEAST&BADBACTERIA FROM
COMINGBACK, you need to replace
them with beneficial bacteria.

And you do that by taking a high
quality probiotic & enzyme formula
like CanXida Restore.

It’s very advantageous to take
Restore at the same time as Remove.

Both products are best swallowed
together. You don’t need to spread
them apart by 10 or 30 minutes.

How do I know this?

I know because I’ve beenworking
with probiotics for over 30 years.

I’ve used probiotics long before
they were popular & I’ve learned they
work even better when you take them
with an anti-fungal like Remove.

The two work synergistically.

YOUGET
BETTERRESULTS
WHENYOUTAKETHEM
TOGETHER

Many patients will have tried a
probiotic in the past and gotten poor
to mediocre results.

The problem with probiotics is
most people don’t know how to
choose one. They simply grab what

looks nice on store shelves.

They never ask where did it come
from? Where did the company get the
raw materials? What kind of research
has gone into this product?

You can learn lots about a product
by looking at the person behind it.

That’s why I chose Nebraska
Cultures for my probioitcs.

I had a very special probiotic
blend made specifically for Candida &
gut disorder patients in conjunction
with the very nice people there.

The strains I picked are specific.

One of them was developed by an
award winning microbiologist named
Dr. KhemShahani, whose son,
Michael Shahani, has since taken over
at Nebraska Cultures.

Khem spent many years working
with probiotics and developed
what’s known as Lactobacillus
Acidophilus DDS1 (stands for
Department of Dairy Science 1).

HowToGet theMost Out of
CanXidaRESTORE
Time Released Probiotic + Enzyme Formula
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He also published over 200
scientific articles, particularly on his
DDS1 which most scientists today
now regard as the Cadillac or
Roll’s Royce of probiotics.

THIS IS THE
MOSTRESEARCHED
PROBIOTIC STRAIN
INTHEWORLD

DDS1 has many patents on it.
One even shows it’s anti-bacterial &
penicillin resistant (meaning it’s anti-
fungal) & that it survives stomach
acid.

Most probiotics don’t fully survive
the stomach but this one will.

DDS1 is the BEST probiotic strain
you can take for Candida (or any other
gut problem) by a longshot.

I also added Lactobacillus Casei.

Casei is important because it
mops up immune debris & Candida
waste particles that like to lodge
throughout your body and cause
inflammation & make you feel sick.

It boosts your immune function.

It’s also great for stopping any
potential carcinogen (cancer causing)
problems in the large intestine.

ANYPROBIOTIC
THATDOESN’T CONTAIN
THESETWOSTRAINS
ISN’TWORTHYOURTIME

That’s why I put Lactobacillus
DDS1 & Casei in CanXida Restore.

I’ve also put several more strains
developed by leading probiotic
scientists, all made to the same
EXTREMELY HIGH standards.

In total, Restore contains 6
probiotics and 7 enzymes. I picked the
4 best Lactobacillus and 2 best Bifido.

Why only 6 strains?

Because Lactobacillus &
Bifidobacterium are what
inhibit Candida, bad bacteria
and parasites.

They are what’s responsible
for TRANSFORMING your
gut environment from a place
where yeast, bad bacteria &
parasites can thrive un-
challenged — into a place
that’s hostile to them and
instead ENCOURAGING to
friendly bacteria.

And unless these two are
restored, Candida is going to
come back again and again. . .

Once the Lactobacillus & Bifido
are restored, you’ll get other strains
naturally by eating a large variety of
different fruits & vegetables.

That’s how you achieve true
“biodiversity” of gut flora.

You don’t need those crazy
formulas with 50 different strains.
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In fact, you should be VERY wary
of probiotics you see on store shelves.

Before Good Manufacturing
Practices (GMP) were enforced on the
supplement industry, I spoke with
many experts regarding probiotics &
how they were made.

And I was stunned to discover
when a test was done on U.S. probiot-
ics before GMP was enforced MOST
WERE FOUND TO BE USELESS AND
DEAD.

THECHEAP PROBIOTICS
HADNOLIVE BACTERIA
INTHEMATALL—
PEOPLEWERE JUST
GETTINGRIPPEDOFF
&THEYHADNO IDEA!

And I can tell you right now that
chances are, especially if you’re buying
some el-cheapo supermarket
formula, you’re probably still
being scammed.

An easy way to tell is
if the factory has a GMP
certification.

The companies I deal
with have been GMP
before it was even enforced.

There’s a lot of rubbish out there.
That’s why I made my own product.

IWANTEDTOGUARANTEE
MYPATIENTSGOTA
TOP-NOTCHFORMULA

These probiotics are grown in a
special culture that doesn’t even
contain dairy.

They use chickpeas which believe
it or not is the growing medium for

the most potent probiotics on earth.

The bacteria is then
concentrated & coated with a
cryo-protective agent to stop
them from deteriorating from
swings in temperature (such
as those during shipping).

They’re then freeze dried and
kept in a cool place. This
keeps the bacteria stable &
dormant, yet easily activated
once in an environment that’s
moist & warm (like your gut).

Now let’s talk about enzymes.

CanXida Restore contains 7
digestive enzymes.

Because if you’ve got Candida or a
gut problem you NEED digestive
support. All my patients do.

These enzymes are especially
important in the first and
second month of recovery
because they’re going to
break down all the
vegetable starches your
new good bacteria are
going to feed on.

Enzymes also improve
absorption.

That’s why I included things like
amylase, hemicellulase & protease.

Because these target all the
different kinds of proteins, fats and
carbohydrates you need help digesting
due to the current state of your gut.

Research in the past 7 years has
shown that when you take enzymes
and probiotics at the same time, you
get an AMPLIFIEDEFFECT.
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There’s a lot of reasons for this:

First, enzymes kick start the
gut and improve the acid/alkaline
balance of the stomach and small
intestine.

This creates a more favorable
environment for the beneficial
bacteria to grow.

It also creates a hostile
environment for the yeast and bad
bacteria.

Not all enzyme formulas are
compatible with probiotics. It takes a
special skill that a clinician develops
over time to understand how to
combine the two together successfully.

If you’re taking a probiotic
formula right now and you’re not
taking enzymes along with it, you’re
missing the boat.

You really are.

Enzymes make all the difference.

I ALSOMADE SURETOPUTNO
PREBIOTICS INTHIS FORMULA

In case you don’t know, prebiotics
are special sugars found in certain
foods that feed good bacteria & make
them grow. That’s why they’re called
prebiotics.

So why don’t I like them?

Because I’ve seen them cause too
many bad reactions in patients.

Companies add them in thinking
they’re feeding the beneficial bacteria.

Oh yeah, they feed the bacteria
alright. . . They feed everything from
the e. coli to the clostridia and all the
other bacteria that can cause bloating

and brain fog & make you feel sick.

I’ve seen this firsthand when I
used products like Floracor and
ThreeLac (which contains canola oil &
all sorts of sugars in it).

You need to get these sugars out
of your diet & get rid of any supple-
ments that have them. You can eat
foods that contain prebioitics (like
garlic), but don’t take supplements
that contain them.

You’ll get better results if you take
probiotics without prebiotics.

ASREMOVEGETSRIDOF
YEAST, BADBACTERIA
ANDPARASITES,
RESTORECOMES IN&
KEEPS THE “BADGUYS”
FROMCOMINGBACK

It’s a simple & powerful formula.

Each capsule contains over 15
billion bacteria.Dr. Shahani wrote
that a good daily dose is between 1 &
15 billion per day, so I picked the top
end of that spectrum for Restore.

Restore actually contains 20 to
25% MORE probiotics than is stated
on the label. I added extra in case any
are affected during transport. So it’s
closer to 20 billion per capsule.
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CANXIDARESTORE
DOSAGE INFORMATION

Like with Remove, you want to
take CanXida Restore with meals.
Preferably at the beginning of a meal.

Because you’re going to be on
CanXida Restore for a long time, it’s
not critical if you take it with food,
before food or after food. It doesn’t
make much of a difference long term.

If you’re taking Restore short
term, it’s more critical.

PROBIOTICSMUSTBETAKEN
FORATLEAST 3 TO 6MONTHS

Don’t think you can get away with
taking them for a week or two.

Look at my YouTube videos.

I talk about IMPLANTATION &
how you need to not only eradicate
Candida & bad bacteria — but also
implant the correct bacteria into your
gut wall so the problems can’t return.

The dosage for this product is 2
capsules a day. You take one with
breakfast & one at night before bed.

“Now wait a second Eric, didn’t
you just tell me to take it with food?”

Listen. Restore uses a special
time release capsule that only opens
up in the small intestine.

It’s an expensive capsule. It’s not a
cheap cellulose capsule that allows
part of the good bacteria to be killed
off by your stomach acid.

Nearly all formulas don’t do that.

They don’t survive the stomach
bypass. They actually get destroyed
before they get to the intestine.

CanXida Restore is different. It’s
not affected by digestion.

It also contains a very expensive
enzyme called serratiopeptidase.

Serratiopeptidase works best
on an empty stomach. That’s
why you take it before bed. I
picked a very high grade
serratiopeptidase that binds to
immune complexes in your
blood.

So once it gets into your
system it will actually hunt
down little bits of debris in
your bloodstream created by
yeast & bacteria as they die off.

This is particularly effective for
patients suffering from leaky
gut & auto-immune diseases
because this debris is one of
the main causes of joint pain
and many other symptoms.

As your gut
health improves,
you can increase the
dosage to one with
breakfast, one with
lunch and one at
bedtime. Some
patients also take
Restore with
dinner & get great
results that way.

You can take anywhere from 1 to 6
capsules a day. No problem.

For best results, you want to use
Restore consistently with Remove
for a minimum of 3 to 6 months.

So take advantage of the bulk
discounts on canxida.com.
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CanXida Rebuild a special
multivitamin specifically formulated
for people with gut imbalances.

The reason I made this product is
I wanted to create something that was
going to have a anti-inflammatory
effect on the digestive system.

After working in the clinic for
many years I noticed a lot of patients
were using multivitamins from places
like Costco, Wal-Mart or iHerb.

And they weren’t getting results.

Their blood tests were still show-
ing they were deficient. And that’s
because many patients with Candida
or SIBO have digestive problems
PREVENTING THEM FROM
ABSORBING NUTRIENTS.

The body can’t absorb them from
food they eat or from supplements. I
can see this by looking at a stool test.

The problem with most of these
multivitamins is they weren’t made for
people like you with gut problems.

They don’t contain the right
balance of B-vitamins or antioxidants
& they don’t work to inhibit microbes.

Because no matter what vitamins
you take, unless you also inhibit the
microbes — you’re also feeding the
Candida and bad bacteria & parasites.

CanXida Rebuild is unique in
that it’s got a back-end of different
herbs that are anti-microbial.

I sourced not only the highest
quality raw materials in terms of their
active ingredients, but also ones that
are easiest for your body to absorb.

It’s got an antioxidant in there.

That’s going to reduce free radical
damage and immune system stress
caused by Candida & parasite toxins.

THIS IS GOINGTODISRUPT
ALL SORTSOF LIFE CYCLES
THESEBADBUGSHAVE

It’s also going to prevent immune
dysfunction & reduce inflammation
so your body is no longer trained to
have food allergies. Which means you
can reintroduce more foods back into
your diet faster.

I put gum mastic powder in there.
This is a special resin from a tree
that’s been scientifically proven to kill
H. Pylori, which is a stomach bacteria
1 in 4 people are infected with.

It’s also good for constipation,
diarrhea, &many other gut issues.

I added goldenseal. Goldenseal is
the best herb you can use for mucus
membrane restoration. The mucus
membrane is the body’s first line of
defense against invaders like viruses
and bacteria. It lines everything from
the mouth to your digestive system.

I put slippery elm bark powder in
there because it’s one of the best
things you can take for your colon.

HowToGet theMost Out of
CanXidaREBUILD
Sustained ReleaseAnti-Microbial Multivitamin
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It’s got ginger which is an anti-
inflammatory. I added thyme which is
one of the best natural anti-bacterials.
Thyme is even effective against
antibiotic-resistant staph and strep
bacteria.

I put anise seed in there for gas
and bloating. It goes on and on.

Anywhere there’s a
gut imbalance that
involved microbes,
CanXida Rebuild
is going to work. It
works passively in
the background &
supplies your body
with all the
vitamins and
minerals you need.

CANXIDAREBUILD
DOSAGE INFORMATION

The standard dosage for CanXida
Rebuild is one to two tablets a day.

You can crush a tablet up & have
it with a smoothie in the morning.

You can take a tablet with lunch
or dinner. You can do that for 1 or 2
months to build up your health, then
reduce the dose to one or two per day.

You can take this formula every
day for a long, long time. I designed it
for long-term use.

It’s something I recommend
patients take along with CanXida
Remove and CanXida Restore.

It’s a great maintenance tablet to
take once your gut is under control &
you’re re-introducing foods back into
your diet because it’s going to help
your gut stay stable.

As with Remove, CanXida
Rebuild is sustained release. So make
sure you always take it with food.

The tablets are bit big for some
patients but you can break them up
easily. I didn’t put any binders or
fillers into this product so it can be a
bit chunky & loose, but that’s OK.

You can easily blend it with food.

CANXIDAREBUILD
SUPPLEMENT FACTS
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#1 GRAPEFRUIT SEEDEXTRACT
(GSE) (45% Standardized) — GSE was
discovered by Korean scientists to destroy
the cell membranes of over
100 different yeast species
along with over 800 different
pathogenic bacteria WHILE
IGNORING beneficial flora. A
lot of patients have trouble taking GSE
because of how bitter it is (which is why I
put it in a tablet).

#2 BERBERINECONCENTRATEHCL
(85% Standardized) — Berberine is a
natural antibiotic found in herbs like
goldenseal. It has a broad
spectrum application in
that it not only weakens
Candida but is also effective
against some of the nastiest
bad bacteria such as e coli, staph aureus,
giardia, entamoeba histolytica, trichomo-
nas vaginalis, leishmania donovani as well
as several well-known parasites.

#3 CLOVE (4: 1 Ratio Standardized) —
Another herb very effective against yeasts
and parasites, clove contains a substance
called eugenol which a 2009 study at the
University of Porto, Portugal, discovered
RUPTURES & DESTROYS yeast cells
upon contact. They also found that it
almost entirely prevents Candida Albicans
from producing hyphae, which are
branching filaments that Candida & other
fungi use to penetrate the gut wall &
spread to other parts of the body. Eugenol
was even found to be effective against
yeast strains that had
become resistant to
fluconazole (Diccucan),
one of the most common
drugs used for yeast
infections.

#4 AGEDGARLIC EXTRACT (2%
Allicin Standardized) — Garlic contains
allicin, one of the most potent anti-
fungals ever discovered. Studies have
found it to be as effective as pharma-
ceutical drugs such as Ketoconazole &
Nystatin for destroying Candida Albicans.
You may think 2% sounds small but when
that gets slow released throughout your
whole digestive system
it’s going to have a very
strong kill effect on over
800 different kinds of bad
bacteria, 20 different
kinds of Candida & many, many different
kinds of yeasts species such as
microsporum, geotrichum, aspergillus
and more. Yeast hates garlic, particularly
standardized, because it can’t develop a
resistance to it. (Don’t worry if you can’t
handle or are sensitive to garlic).

#5 CAPRYLICACID— A short chain
fatty acid derived from
coconut which has been
found to stop Candida
from replicating. It’s
perfect for a sustained
release formula like this
one because it’s not something yeast can
develop a resistance to. Caprylic acid
works best with undecylenic acid.

#6UNDECYLENICACID— A fatty acid
that comes from castor
bean. It’s a little more
potent than caprylic acid
but prefers a slightly
more acidic environment
to work. My naturopathic clinic has tried
well over 100 Candida killing products in
different combinations and I’ve consist-
ently found undecenoic acid and caprylic
acid to kill off a wider range of Candida

Natural Ingredients That12
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species when you combine them vs if you
take them alone.

#7 BETAINEHCL—
Another ingredient that
works extremely well with
a caprylic & undecylenic
acid combination. Many
people with Candida have pH issues in
their small intestine which would inhibit
the effect of undecyelnic acid if betaine
wasn’t present. When slow released, it
lowers the pH a little in the environments
where these two acids work together.
Betaine also ensures undecylenic acid
works exactly where it needs to, which is
the duodenum and ileum (the two parts
of the small bowel most effected by
Candida). This is a strategic combination
you won’t find in another formula.

#8 BLACKWALNUTHULL EXTRACT
— Contains substances called tannins, one
of which is juglone, which according to a
1999 University of Mississippi study is
more effective at wiping out worms,
parasites and yeasts than
commercially available
pharmaceutical chemicals
such as zinc undecylenate
and selenium sulfide and
even drugs like metronidazole. Don’t
worry if you’re allergic to nuts.

#9 PAUD’ARCO (4:1 Ratio
Standardized) — An herb from South
America that’s often
singled out as one of the
premier herbal Candida
solutions due to research
conducted in the 1970’s
which discovered several
dozen different active ingredients that
inhibit Candida and other fungi. Any

Candida formula that doesn’t have
authentic pau d’arco in it is incomplete.
(Pau d’arco is often counterfeited due to
its cost so I authenticate it via lab tests).

#10NEEM (4:1 Ratio
Standardized) —
An Indian herb rarely
found in Candida formu-
lations. According to a
2011 study published in
the Brazilian Journal of
Microbiology, neem extract, even at low
doses, has a very strong anti-fungal effect
on a wide range of Candida & other yeast
species. It is also anti-parasitic.

#11 BIOTIN— Biotin is a coenzyme
produced by the beneficial bacterial in
healthy people that has the ability to halt
the growth of Candida and prevent it
from maturing into its hyphal & mycelial
form (which are
VERY HARD to
get rid of). Biotin
keeps Candida in
check & stops it from spreading. Biotin is
known as vitamin H.

#12OREGANOOIL— One of the most
potent natural anti-fungals. According to
research conducted in 2001 at Georgetown
University Medical Center, oregano oil,
when injected into a culture of Candida,
inhibits the growth of
yeast completely. These
researchers also found
that systemic yeast
infected mice given
oregano oil were fully healed within 30
days whereas ones given olive oil were
dead within 10. Using oregano against
Candida is very advantageous because
yeast can't develop a resistance against it.

MakeCanXidaRemoveWork
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I want to take a moment
to talk to you about my 718-
page ebook, Candida
Crusher.

People often tell me “I
thought I knew everything
about Candida until I
watched your YouTube
channel.”

This is how you’re going
to feel about Candida Crusher.

I wrote this book out of a sense of
frustration I felt after many initial
years of working in the clinic & only
getting partial results. I became very
frustrated because I didn’t want my
patients to experience the same level
of anxiety and depression I did when I
had chronic Candida in my 20’s.

I didn’t want them to experience
the constant relapses with little hope
of having a full recovery that I felt.

So I set out to develop a new
simple yet highly effective two-stage
yeast infection treatment plan.

Apermanent yeast solution.

Candida Crusher is the end
result of thousands of hours spent in
the clinic working with patients, as
well as researching countless books,
online resources, speaking with many
experts, & old fashioned trial & error.

This book took me 3 years to
write and contains information
extracted from over 15,000 yeast
infection cases, 1,000 stool tests, 500
food allergy tests, & many blood tests.

THIS BOOK IS
GOINGTOTELL YOU
WHATEVERYOTHER
BOOKONCANDIDA
WON’T

That getting well is not easy
and that remaining well will
require plenty of time and
commitment for the first
one to two months —
particularly if you’ve been

suffering with a chronic yeast
infection for many years!

I wrote Candida Crusher to be
as informative and as “baloney-free”
as possible with minimal technical
jargon, so it would be a easy to read
and yet informative & comprehensive
enough to be considered the ultimate
guide on this subject.

And in fact I’ve been told by many
practitioners that it’s one of the BEST
books on Candida they’ve ever seen.

I've written over 200 pages on
diet, 50 pages on the link between
Candida and stress, 70 pages on
lifestyle, 35 pages on detoxifying,
many pages on diagnoses & laboratory
tests, tons of information on the
correct herbal treatments, the correct
washes, the cleanses, it goes on & on...

So if you enjoy my videos, do buy
my ebook. You can get it now as a PDF
for $47 on www.candidacrusher.com.

On the next page is the forward,
written by Dr. James L. Wilson, N.D.,
D.C., Ph.D. & author of Adrenal
Fatigue, the 21st Century Syndrome.

WhyYouShouldReadCandidaCrusher
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ForwardtoCandidaCrusher (ByDr.JamesL.Wilson)

“Candida overgrowth is not something to take lightly. That is why there is
such a need for a book like this. Dr. Bakker’s book takes Candida treatment to
the level it needs to be taken. It is a breakthrough book for this generation
like Dr. William Crooks books were to the generation of the 1980s.

This book is a quantum leap forward and allows the reader to successfully
treat what can become a persistent health problem that continually pulls down
your overall health. This is a book providing a comprehensive protocol to truly
help regain your health and be free of the Candida scourge. This is a book
you can rely on and use as a guide to get yourself back to health.

If you are the patient, you can give a copy to a trusted doctor and say, “this is
how I want to be treated”. If you are the health care provider, you can use this
as a guide to help you establish a written protocol to successfully treat this
commonly occurring health problem.

If you have to go it alone and treat yourself, you can use Candida Crusher as
a reliable guide to get yourself out of the woods and on your way to a “Candida-
free” life. It’s not because the book contains a lot of information – although it
does, that makes it so useful. It is because it is written from the perspective
of a physician with a lot of years of experience and from a place of wisdom
that can only be obtained through seeing thousands of patients, pouring over
books after hours and a commitment to helping people recover their health,
not just feel better.

In my many conversations with Dr. Bakker, I have come to know him as the
real deal. A lot of doctors write books on health and disease. Few are written
with the abundance of practical information combined with scientific under-
standing like this book. I believe Eric's book is destined to become a classic and
invite you to read and follow its instruction because in my opinion, it is the
best,most practical book addressing the Candida problem ever published.

This is a book that has been needed for a long time, but needed someone like
Naturopath Eric Bakker to write a book like this. Use this book as your guide
and then contact him to thank him and provide your feedback. That is the true
reward to an author who writes at this level.”

Dr. Wilson is acknowledged as an expert on alternative medicine,
especially in the fields of stress & adrenal function. Dr. Wilson
regularly speaks at some of the most prestigious medical
conferences such as:
•the American Academy of Anti-Aging Medicine (AAM)
•the American Academy for Advancement in Medicine (ACAM)
•the American Academy of Environmental Medicine (AAEM)
•Fellowship in Anti-Aging & Environmental Medicine (FAAFM)
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FEEL NORMAL AGAIN AFTER 15 YEARS!
“It changed my life. Over 15 years I
couldn't find the answer to my problems.
I feel so happy with the improvement that
I cherish every moment of my life. Thank
you! I feel normal again after so much
time.” - Liamm. Bulgaria

NOTHING ELSE HAS HELPED! “My
itchiness abated, my skin texture was
smooth & clear. I don't have as much
sinus issues & I feel like it is helping with
bloating. I've had Candida overgrowth for
35 years & NOTHING else has helped.”

- Kellie. Michigan

10 YEARS OF RUNNING TO THE TOILET
GONE! “Food intolerance for 10 years
gone. 15 years of loose stools gone. 10
years of running to the toilet 6 times a day
gone. Lots of gas at both ends gone.”

- M. Melbourne, Australia

BY FAR THE BEST OUT THERE! “Huge
results. I had severe candida. I have been
taking your products and following your
protocol for over a year and I am seeing
steady improvement. It takes time and
diligence but your videos and canxida
products are by far the best out there. My
constipation, gas and bloating is im-
proving. Rashes are leaving. Etc. Eric is
the real deal. Intelligent, full of integrity
and good quality products. Thank you!!”

- Jen. Kansas City, Missouri

IT’S CLEAR ERIC TRULY WANTS PEOPLE
TO GET BETTER! “Two months ago I was
absolutely miserable and in constant pain.
Each day I was reacting to more foods and
things eventually became so terrible that
no matter what I put in my mouth, my
belly blew up to the point that I couldn't
even do my pants up anymore. My
chiropractor recommended Canxida and I
had a thorough look into the brand. The
selling point for me was how much
information Eric was giving to the
consumers. I could easily find the answers
to all of my questions. It's very clear that
Eric truly actually wants people to get
better and isn't in this for the money.
Which is unfortunately a rare find these
days.” - Stella. Australia

HELPED ME GET WELL AGAIN! “I have
improved immensely. I was very sick with
Candida for quite a few years before I
finally realized what was causing the
physical problems. Using the CanXida
products and following your advice has
helped me to get well again. I still use the
Remove and Restore and probably always
will.” - Linda. Ontario, Canada

I’VE HAD THE BEST RESULTS! “I went to
a few doctors and they gave me so many
medicines, I kept trying over the counter
meds, nothing was working. I found
canxida & I've had the best results.”

- Megan. Olympia, Washington

WOULDN’T YOU LIKE
YOUR GUT HEALTH

“TWOWORDS:
IT WORKS!”

“I would sum up my CanXida experience in two words:
ItWorks. I find that if I stick with it, the results are
much better than with any other treatment, and I have
tried literally dozens.” - S. Queensland, Australia
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GOT RID OF BLASTOCYSTIS! “Canxida
Remove was the key to getting rid of a
parasite in my body, Blasto Hominis.
Canxida Restore was the necessary, quality
probiotic follow-up. I watched 5 short
videos that Dr. Bakker produced and was
convinced that I would benefit from his
products, Canxida Remove and Canxida
Restore. That proved to be true!”

- Liam. Colorado

HEALED ACNE ON MY BACK! “So happy
that it helped heal my acne (on my back)!
Huge confidence booster, for sure. And so
happy that it improved my digestion. :)”

- B. Texas

NO OTHER PRODUCT WORKED! “I was
very thankful to get relief from symptoms
of Blastocystsis Hominis when no other
non-prescription product I had tried
beforehand had worked, including some
of the most respected practitioner-only
brands on the market.” - Jena. Australia

GIVEN ME MY LIFE BACK! “Taking
Canxida, along with a complete diet
overhaul, has given me my life back. My
husband told me, “You are like a whole
new person!” - C. Indiana

MORE ENERGY! “My health has improved
since I started to take the 3 CanXida back
in November last year. Not only it has
improved my gut issues but my periods
are more regular and not that painful as it
used to be. The best of all is that I feel a
lot more of energy instead of the extreme
tiredness that I was experiencing. These
products really work and I will keep
taking them.” - Angela. Texas

30 YEARS OF ITCHY SKIN GONE! “I have
been suffering from increasingly itchy
skin for over 30 years which began with
the pregnancy of my first child. Doctors,
midwives, holistic practitioners, everyone
I consulted with on the problem brushed
it off and suggested topical remedies. It
had become unbearable, and by chance or
miracle, I came across your quiz on social
media. After reading some of the
testimonials, watching some of your
excellent videos, and getting the results
from the quiz, I was certain I had found
the problem. It made perfect sense. I
immediately purchased and began with
the CanXida Remove + Restore and within
a few weeks I noticed a marked difference,
and now two months into the protocol, I
am nearly itch-free. I also noticed that the
inflammation in my joints has diminished
quite a bit, and I have far less bloating in
my abdomen. I have since committed to
continuing with the Remove + Restore +
Rebuild and expect to follow the regimen
as long as it takes. I know I will ultimately
feel healthier and overall, much more
happy in my body. Thank you for all of
your informative videos and articles.”

- Teri. San Marcos, California

TOENAIL INFECTION CLEARED! “I
noticed the small things first... (I only
bought one jar to see if it agreed with me
I’m waiting for my next shipment to
arrive) but with only one jar my brain fog
cleared and the infection on my toenails
cleared I’m so impressed...I still have my
recurring thrush but I didn’t change my
diet! When my lot comes I intend to go all
out to get rid of this once and for all!”

- K. United Kingdom

TO FINALLY RESTORE
LIKE THESE PEOPLE?
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OVER 10 YEARS OF RECURRING YEAST
INFECTIONS GONE! “Absolutely changed
my life. I got rid of my yeast infection for
good. It had been recurring for over a
decade. I finally have relief. My entire
body is healthier. My oral health, gut
health, foot health have all cleared. I also
got rid of dry skin. I will forever be
grateful. I also have eliminated alcohol
from my diet and have changed my
lifestyle to include more vegetables and
exercise. It's a complete change that's
needed. Your advice and products have
brought me my life back.”

- Courtney. New Jersey

LOST LOTS OF WEIGHT! “After a couple
of very sick months I felt fantastic, plus
lost lots of weight!” - Mathew. Greece

SAVED MY LIFE! “I will never put any
other supplements in my mouth on the
market other than Canxida. Also I won’t
ever recommend any other program than
Eric Bakker’s Candida Crush program. He
actually saved my life. Thank you Eric. Me
and my members in my FB group Candida
Cleanse Sweden can’t say thank you
enough for all you’ve done for us <3.”

- Natalie. Sweden

HEALTHIER SKIN AND NAILS! “After 3
weeks on the CanXida supplements I am
already starting to feel a difference. I
don't have as much brain fog, I'm
sleeping better at night, my intestinal
spasms are less, I have more energy, my
hair and skin feel healthier, and I'm
having daily bowel movements, whereas
before I was only having them every other
day. After dealing with these symptoms
for decades, my results so far are en-
couraging, even after a short period of
time. I've told my sister about my
experience and she is looking into these
protocols as well. Thanks Dr. Bakker!”

- Lisa. Utah

LESS ITCHY WITHIN DAYS! “I have
only been taking it for a few days but I
am already feeling a little less itchy.
Great product!” - Alexandra. Seattle

FINALLY HAVE A LIFE AGAIN! “Slowly
but surely the countless amount of
symptoms I was experiencing on a daily
basis gradually subsided. I still have a few
left but far less than before. I can manage
my day to day chores easier, I have a life,
whereas seven months ago I could barely
do anything. I aim to further my
treatment till the overgrowth has sub-
sided. Thank you for these wonderful
products.” - Christian. France

LITERALLY SAVED ME! “Don't mean to
be dramatic but your youtube channel and
articles literally saved me. Horrific
constipation and chronic yeast infections
ruled me for so long and I finally don't
have to worry about it 24/7 now. Symp-
toms are improving and I can finally focus
on my studying. Not to mention there is
literally a video on every topic one can
think off on your channel.”

- Karishma. Trinidad

BEST I’VE BEEN SINCE I GOT ILL! “I've
suffered from parasites for three years. I
now have anxiety as well. I'm the best I've
been since I got ill. While using these
products I went from having zero energy
and drive to being able to get through the
day. My Naturopath says it's the best
formula he has ever seen and that nothing
he could prescribe me could come close to
Canxida products.” - Elly. Australia

AMAZING LAB RESULTS! “I'd been
watching the Dr. Bakker videos with
interest for a few months and then I saw
the one with the before and after lab tests
on a guy with inflammation and parasites
that went away so I bought the $399 deal
on the spot.” - Rebecca. California
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MIGRAINES GONE! “For 4 years my family
doctor has prescribed me Fluconazole and
Metronidazole to treat my infections. I
went along with antibiotics, I trusted my
doctor when she said "unfortunately some
people are just prone to vaginal infections
and we can only "cure" it with antibiotics".
I had regular migraines and brain fog
followed by joint pain, ringing ears,
bloated stomach. I just didn’t feel right
knowing my doctor was just treating the
symptoms and not the root cause. I
purchased Canxida Remove in April 2020
as I was just getting fed up of taking
antibiotics for my reaccurrent infections.
Not long after a week of taking the
supplement I could feel a massive im-
provment to my symptoms. It really has
been a relief to finally find a natural
product that is good in quality and is
helping me to get my health back on
track. Since taking Canxida I've not had a
migraine (usually at least one headache a
week), my joint pain has eased and my
vaginal infections have decreased in the
number or attacks. I plan to continue
taking Canxida supplements as I am
confident that they will fix my illnesses
once and for all. THANK YOU Eric for all
the work and research you have and are
doing to help candida sufferers like myself
have a voice and not just another patient
brushed aside and not believed in.”

- Erica. United Kingdom

MY GUT FINALLY FEELS NORMAL!
“It's the only product that has helped me
in over ten years suffering from
blastocystis hominis. When I take the
Remove and the Restore, my gut finally
feels "normal" again.” - Janae. Oregon

IT’S HEALING MY ECZEMA! “My eczema
has begun to calm down, my skin looks
and feels healthy and I feel more
energetic!! I’m 52 and feel better than I
have in years!” - Paula. Pennsylvania

MONTHLY YEAST INFECTIONS GONE! I
was getting a vaginal yeast infection every
month at the time just before my period
started. They're gone now!”

- Lindsay. Missouri

I HAVE BETTER SLEEP! “It helped me and
its been helping me, I started with 2X a
day then lower to once per day. I used to
feel so bloated and not so normal after I
eat. But now I don't feel like that any-
more. I have better sleep most of the time
now. The supplements really work.”

- M. Phillippines

IT’S TAKING AWAY MY NAUSEA! “The
Canxida has helped in taking away some
of my nausea, which had gotten severe for
a long time. I've tried other products that
actually made my symptoms worse. I know
that Canxida will treat whatever is going
on in my gut, which is fantastic. I can't
afford to have a bunch of different testing
done, but I was also at my wits end with
dealing with gut problems, and all the
symptoms that comes with it in other
areas of the body, so I'm happy this
product will take care of the problem
whether it's parasites, leaky gut, or
Candida. Your videos have offered so
much insight that I try to soak up
whenever I get the chance. They give me
that assurance that I'm not stuck feeling
terrible and that I will be healthy again. I
can't thank you enough. Bless you for
these!!!” - Hope. Oklahoma

REALLY GRATEFUL FOR PRODUCTS
THAT WORK! “I've been on Canxida for a
little over a month now and have noticed a
marked difference in my stomach pain
and upset. I am really grateful for
products that work! When I joined your
emailing list I really appreciated the daily
e-mails. They made me feel not so alone
and like I really can kick this sickness.”

- Krissy. Vancouver, Canada
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Do INeed To Take All 3
CanXida Formulas AtOnce?

It’s not mandatory but you’ll get
better results if you take all 3 at the
same time. I recommend most of my
patients to take at least Remove &
Restore. If you have chronic
gut problems or you suffer
from fatigue, you’ll benefit
greatly by taking Rebuild
as well. For the absolutely
BEST results, take all 3.

HowLong Should I
Use CanXida For?

Take CanXida until
you no longer get a benefit
from doing so.

I didn’t design CanXida to be
taken indefinitely. I designed it so it
makes you feel better so you can stop
taking it. Some patients take it for 3
months and stop. Others are still
taking it in low doses 2 years later.
I’ve had patients who were unwell for
20 years that have been on CanXida
now for 18 months & they’re STILL
improving. If you’re getting a benefit
from something, you keep using it.

Very simple.

How Should I Store
CanXida?

CanXida is shelf stable & can
handle swings in temperature
without losing potency. If you have
extra bottles, keep them in a cool,
dark place (like your refrigerator)
until you’re ready to use them.

HowLongDoes It Take For
CanXida to StartWorking?

With Remove you should notice
an effect within the first week. Many
patients say they notice an effect
within the first 24 hours. It depends

on the current state of your
gut, your diet, your lifestyle
& many other factors.

The longer you’ve
been eating good food,
getting enough sleep and
working on reducing your
stress, the faster you’re
going to see results with
CanXida.

Restore can take a bit
longer to work — up to 14 days

before you see things like changes in
energy & improved sleep. That’s
because it takes time for the
beneficial bacteria to build up.

It’s like growing a garden.

You can’t transform soil that’s
full of weeds & has been sprayed with
toxic chemicals into a beautiful
garden within a few days or even a few
weeks. It takes time. And it’s the same
with your health.

CanXida Rebuild can pick you
up as quickly as Remove. If you’re
very deficient in minerals — meaning
you’ve been sick for a long time — you
should notice your energy levels start
to bounce back within 7 to 10 days.

If you’re not seeing results with
any of the products, it means either
your dosage is wrong or you need to
work on your diet or lifestyle some
more. Something there needs fixing.

CanXidaFrequentlyAskedQuestions
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CanXida100%UnconditionalMoney-BackGuarantee
Whether you order a single bottle of CanXida
or the nine bottleUltimateCanXidaDeal,
each order you place is covered by our 30-day
unconditionalmoney-back guarantee. If
you’re ever unsatisfiedwithCanXida for any
reason— simply return any unused bottles
and we will promptly refund every penny you
paid. There will be no questions asked, no
hassles and you’ll owe nothing.

That’s my personal GUARANTEE to you!

NoMatterHowSickYouAre,RecoveryIsPossible— SoDon'tGiveUp!
ChooseABundleBelow&SaveUpto31%OnFutureBottles

FreeWorldwideShippingOnAllBundlesAvailableNowOnCanXida.com

1xRemove+1xRestore

Order a 1month supply of
Remove & Restore (2 bottles)
for the low price of $99.
That’s only $49.50 a bottle!
You SAVE $20.98 OFF

visitcanxida.comtoday

StarterPackage—Save18%!

2xRemove+2xRestore

Order a 2month supply of
Remove & Restore (4 bottles)
for the low price of $174.
That’s only $43.50 a bottle!
You SAVE $65.96 OFF

visitcanxida.comtoday

BestValuePackage—Save27%!

3xRemove+3xRestore

Order a 3month supply of
Remove & Restore (6 bottles)
for just $250. That’s only
$41.66 (lowest price) a bottle!
You SAVE $109.94 OFF

visitcanxida.comtoday

MostPopularPackage—Save31%!

1xRemove+1xRestore+1xRebuild

Order a 1month supply of
Remove, Restore & Rebuild
(3 bottles) for just $155.
That’s only $51.66 a bottle!
You SAVE $24.97 OFF

visitcanxida.comtoday

ComboCanXidaKit—Save14%!

2xRemove+2xRestore+2xRebuild

Order a 2month supply of
Remove, Restore & Rebuild
(6 bottles) for just $290.
That’s only $48.33 a bottle!
You SAVE $69.94 OFF

visitcanxida.comtoday

EradicationCanXidaKit—Save19%!

3xRemove+3xRestore+3xRebuild

Order a 3month supply of
Remove, Restore & Rebuild
(9 bottles) for just $399.
That’s only $43.33 a bottle!
You SAVE $140.91 OFF

visitcanxida.comtoday

UltimateCanXidaDeal—Save28%!

Eric BakkerN.D.
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• Dosages for different gut
problems.

• How to take CanXida if your
symptoms are severe.

• Why you must ALWAYS take
Remove & Rebuild with meals
(and never alone).

• Why you should take one
capsule of CanXida Restore at
night before bed.

• The #1 best foods to eat with
CanXida for maximum effect.

• What dosage to start with
and when to increase or
decrease it.

• How long does it take each
CanXida formula to start
working.

• How long to use CanXida for.

• Whether you need to take all
3 CanXida formulas at once.

• What dosage to start with if
you're a sensitive person &
often react to supplements.

• How to determine if you'll
benefit from also taking
CanXida Rebuild.

• How to cut your recovery
time in half by taking an extra
dose of Remove at a certain
time of day.

• How long to stay on CanXida
before taking a break.

• How to store CanXida if you
bought multiple bottles.

• Success stories from other
CanXida users.

• And much, much more...

The Naturopath From New Zealand
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